INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMA IN PRE AND PRIMARY TEACHERS TRAINING

A 220 hours International Diploma under the auspices of GLOBAL Training Academy meant to give advanced Training to teachers in the Pre School level and also the Primary school Level.

Do you like interacting with children? Do you want to relive your childhood? Do you wish to go through the entire school life again? Rewind to those days of happy ignorance, bliss and innocent joy? So, you are ready! Good! Here’s how we bring out the grown-up child in you. GTA brings to you the IDPPT program designed in a way which prepares you to revisit your school days, simply by being amongst the school children.

The IDPPT gears you to enter the world of pre and primary level teaching. Armed with this certification you can comfortably teach both pre and primary kids, anywhere in the world. The course has been designed in such a way that both aspiring and experienced teachers can benefit from it.
SIGNIFICANCE OF IDPPTT FROM GTA

Today it is imperative for a teacher aspiring to teach in a school of repute to own a formal certification in Teaching. The growth of the education industry at large, has translated into a growing demand for trained teachers. It is an insurmountable challenge for a working teacher to attend in-class training. Online training from an international training organization of good repute is the one solution.

The IDPPTT has been designed in such a way, that you experience live class training sitting in the comfort of your home. Real-time applications of the theories will be available as videos in the e-account which you can access at anytime, from anywhere. This lends to the course just the very flexibility you desire, and allows you to go about your other responsibilities normally.

WHY DO A IDPPTT FROM GTA

We cover a variety of approaches and methodologies in our pre-school training. The pre level training consists of all the available approaches to pre school teaching for children in the preschool and kindergarten level, viz:

✓ The Montessori approach
✓ The Froebel approach (Play Way Approach)
✓ Reggio Emilia
✓ Piaget
✓ Thematic teaching

The Primary School Teacher Training will give you training on all the basic subjects used to teach children till class V, including art and craft, drama, stories, dance and music. Teaching English, i.e., reading, writing, listening and speaking will be there, as a subject to young learners in four areas- which is so very different from other organizations providing the same course.
PLAY WAY APPROACH

The Play way originally conceived by Froebel, seeks to tap into the language of the child, i.e., play. Teaching through play, which is informal, free and unrestrained always reaches an effective learning outcome and our course on Pre and Primary Teacher training course has modules that do just that.

The merits are many- makes learning purposeful, directed and motivating. It however merits mention that in the present scheme of things, the play way system has to be aligned with the existing structure syllabi, and this is an area where we show you how.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNG LEARNERS

Understanding the characteristics of young Learners also becomes important, as teachers need to assess the interest, instinct and motivation to lesson plan activities.

The needs, behavior, motivation and level of innate understanding vary with individuals. It is therefore of import that a teacher appreciates the different personality traits in children. This will help the teacher rightly assess, evaluate and measure the learning process. To this end, elements of Educational Psychology are focused upon in this course.
How to Access the Course Materials?

This course is tailor made for those who simply cannot afford to attend classes due to job commitments. While you will be able to read up on the theoretical aspects in the comfort of your home, at your chosen time, the course arranges for a minimum of 4 live teaching practices - 2 in Preschool and 2 in primary schools. These again are optional.

The course material will be made available to you in .Pdf format. You will be given an e-link with your user ID and password, which you can access from any part of the world. All you need is a computer with an internet connection. The course material is augmented by videos of in-class training so that you actually get a feel of the class environ, while being able to observe the practical applications of the theory.

THE PROCESS

Your evaluation and assessment is done through a system of assignments, which you will simply have to do and email to our trainers, who will then evaluate and give you relevant feedback. Our trainers are available online, to address your queries on the course and assignments, at all times.

For one who is unable to do the teaching practice, an extra assignment is given in its place. However, it is to be noted here that, a live teaching exercise helps a teacher get a first hand feel of the class environ and relate better to the theoretical studies and videos. At such teaching sessions, an observer is assigned by us to evaluate the quality of your work and lesson planning. This is vetted by the chief authority of that school and sent back to the trainee.

The course also requires you to complete a project work of 2 months where you have to do an analysis and research of a topic covered in the course. This is simply to ensure that you have properly assimilated all the topics and methodologies taught to you in the course.
IDPPTTC COURSE DESIGN

- Pre and Primary Teacher Training
- Classroom Management
- Teaching English Grammar
- Teaching English Phonetics

BENEFITS

- International Certification to teach children from Pre and Primary level anywhere in the world.
- The option to carry on training along with jobs, or in the comforts of your home without having to
- Flexible studying at your convenient timing of any part of the day, so no fixed periods of studying.
- Without you having to travel distances, yet have classroom experience as well as assisted by a dedicated team of trainers.
- International Programs at very affordable and reasonable fees.

MATERIALS AVAILABLE

- Course Material divided into Phases
- Set of assignments in the course material
- Videos
- Case Studies.
DETAILS OF CONTENTS OF INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMA IN PRE AND PRIMARY TEACHER TRAINING

✓ Educational Psychology
✓ Characteristics of Young Learners
✓ Various Principles and Approaches (Montessori, Froebel, Thematic, etc.)
✓ Teaching Language (reading, writing, speaking and listening)
✓ Classroom Management
✓ Instructional Strategies
✓ Resource Management
✓ Evaluation Techniques

Along with this you have to complete three more papers - Classroom management, Teaching English Grammar and Teaching English phonetics.

✓ Teaching English Grammar can be opted for if your main intention is to teach primary level children.
✓ Teaching English Phonetics can be opted for if you wish to teach Pre level children.

PLUS

Classroom Management

❖ Classroom Management and Learning
❖ Factors and Principles of Learning
❖ The Components and the Teacher
❖ Multi Tasker
❖ The Student
❖ Discipline and its stages
❖ Expected behavior
❖ The Environment
❖ Praise and criticism
❖ Motivation
❖ Checking of Concepts
❖ Large Group Management
❖ Time and Material Management
❖ Case Studies
PLUS

**Teaching English Grammar**
- The importance and types of grammar
- Clause, phrase
- Tense systems and uses
- Verb classes: auxiliary and modal verbs
- Parts of speech
- Contextualizing Grammar
- Grammar games
- Assignments

PLUS

**Teaching English Phonetics**
- Phonology and Phonetics
- Segmental and Suprasegmental Phonology
- Difficulties in correct pronunciation
- Weak and strong forms
- Organs of Speech
- Vowels and Consonants
- Phonetic Transcription
- Stress and intonation
- Assignments

Your International Diploma in Pre and Primary Teacher Training will only be given when you have successfully completed all required assignments for all the papers above.
ELIGIBILITY

The criteria for taking up the IDPPTT program is:

- A Bachelor’s Degree from any recognized University.
- Good understanding of English (as instructions and resource material would be in English)

COURSE FEES

The International Diploma in Pre and Primary Teacher Training Course is reasonably priced.

VALUE OF CERTIFICATE

The International Diploma in PPTTC is based on contemporary teaching methodologies and is accepted by several international educational organizations of repute. It is a major value-add in terms of recognition and job search.

PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE

GTA maintains a placement portal www.academyforteachers.com especially for our students who successfully complete the course, where all the latest jobs in pre and primary schools throughout the world are published as well as articles, blogs, testimonials, tips for teachers and many more news. They can access this website to get job openings in their own cities and country and can apply to those accordingly.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

You can pay your course fee easily through:

- Bank Transfer, by depositing cash directly, or even by NEFT / WIRE transfer.
- Online payment through a gateway with debit or credit cards
ACCREDITATIONS

GTA and PHU will offer Joint Diploma. The IDPPTT is awarded on completion of the Global Training Academy’s International Diploma in PPTT (220 hrs program). The student therefore receives a global recognized, University endorsed qualifications.

Global Training Academy is a member of Teachers First and support this initiative of TeachersFirst which is a rich collection of lessons, units, and web resources designed to save teachers time by delivering just what they need in a practical, user-friendly, and ad-free format. Busy teachers, parents, and students can find resources using our robust search tool.

CALICO this acronym stands for ‘The computer assisted language instructions Consortium. This Organization is associated with both academics and technical education or rather the combination of both. It is one of the premier institutes in the field of computer assisted teaching and education. CALICO has an experience of over twenty five years and over the years foreign language educators, web page designers, technicians, teachers and academicians have associated themselves with them.

The International E- Learning Association (IELA) is dedicated to advancing the knowledge and practice of e-learning in the classroom and the workplace. With members hailing from every continent—and from the realms of business, industry, Government, and academia—the IELA is a vibrant and diverse community of e-learning professionals, researchers, and students.
CONTACT US FOR GLOBAL TRAINING ACADEMY
DIPLOMA COURSES

UK Office
Global Training Academy
Kemp House, 152 City Road,
London EC1V 2NX
Email: contact@globaltrainingcourses.co.uk

USA Office
93 S Jackson St #12345
Seattle, WA 98102
United States

Asia HQ
49/252 Moo 4 Khwang
Klongkum Khet, Bungkum
Bangkok 10204, Thailand

Singapore Office
No.14 Robinson
Road,#13-00
Far East Finance Building
Singapore 048545

India Office
Flat No. 6, Jasoda Bhavan,
3rd Floor, 167P, Rashbehari Avenue,
Gariahat Crossing
Kolkata - 700 019 India

Email: gtacourses@gmail.com & admin@teachingdiplomacourses.com
Phone: +91 9830069403 / +66 850633572
Toll Free USA 1-800-832-1254
Website: www.teachingdiplomacourses.com